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ABSTRACT eficient and fast CG algorithms sigdicantly decrease the execution 
time and memory requkments, and thus make possible the 
simulation of much larger (in tenns of number of equations) systems 
in s d  machines. HOW efficient the code is N W g  in diffmnt 
m h m s *  is *e main @Pic Of this papr- 

ne performance of mUGH2. Berkeley Labrato+ 
general purpose simulator for mass and heat flow and transport 
enhanced with the addition of a set of preconditioned conjugate 
gradient solvm, was tested on three Pcs (486-33,486-66, Pentium- 
90). a MacIntosh Quadra 800, and a workstation IBM RISC 6OOO. 

AND REoulREmNTs 

A two-phase. single porosity, 3-D geothermal reservoir mode1 with 
1.41 1 irregular grid blocks, with production from and injection into 
the reservoir was used as the test model. 

The code modifications to TOUGH2 and its setup in each machine 
environment are described. Computational work per time step and 
CPU time requirements are reported for each of the machines used 

It is concluded that the current Pcs provide the best 
pricelpdormance platform for running large-scale geothermal field 
simulations that just a few years ago could only be executed on 
mainframe computers and high-end workstations. 

INTRODUCTION 

In geothemal engineering. computers have facilitated the analysis of 
plames that range from the simple movement of fluids through 
porous media (in which mass and energy balances have to be 
simultamously accounted for) to the more complex problems in which 
heat pipes. n o n e b l e  gases. salinity and chemical pro~sses 
have to be included in the analysis. 

Considaing that current penonal computers (PCs) have the same or 
more computational power than mainh;lmes and minicomputers of a 
few years ago, it is not surprising that software that was developed for 
mainfrsuncs and minicomputers had started migmting tow& the 
more cosfeffective FC platforms. This has been the case with 
Lawmux Berkeley Laboratory's general purpose reservoir simulator 
TOUGH2 mess. 19911. 
TOUGH2 is a numerical simulation program for non-isothermal flow 
of multicomponent, multiphase fluids in porous and fractun media 
'Ibis code has been widely applied in geothennal reservoir engineering, 
nuclear waste disposal. environmental restoration. and unsaturated 
groundwater hydzology . 
TOUGH2 with its standard direct matrix solver MA28 (Duff, 1977) 
and a package of thrce different preconditioned conjugate gradient 
(CG) solvas~ (Moridis et al., 1994) were ported to a 486-66 MHz PC 
and extensively tested by Anajnez, et al. (1994). n e s e  memory 

The TOUGH2 code requires &bit arithmetic. When using a 32-bit 
machine (i.e.. machines with 386. 486 or higher processor and 
WIntosh Quadra 8006804OCPU). it is necessary to modify the mde 
to declare all variables W * 8  (or DOUBLE PRECISION), and to 

floating point constants must be c o n v m  from E#/#.# to W.# 
format The proccssingspeed ofthe code will w o n  the machine 
beig used The maximum size of computational grids will depard cn 
the amount of extended memory (YCMS) available on &e machinez. A 
minimum configuration to run TOUGIIZ/PC (Andmez et al.. 1994) 
would be a 386 Pc equipped with 4 MB of RAM, an 80 MB hard 
drive and an optional (but recommended) numerical copnxrscor 
(387). This configuration will allow to perfonn 3-D simulations3 with 

using the CG solvers; or approximately 500 elements and 1.500 
connections using the standard version of TOUGHZ/PC with the direct 
matrix solver (MA28). The MacIntcsh (Mac) performance was 
disappointing as will be discussed later, but memory requhments are 
similar to the pc's. By the time this paper was written Apple 
Cornputem made available the Power Macintosh with a processor that 
uses RISC (Reduced inseuction Set Calculations) architecrure and 
they claim that this machine runs two to six times faster than Quadras. 
If these specifications coma, the Maa will be another small 
machine to consider to run large-scale geothermal simulations. 
Very large models of up to 10,000 grid elemen& were run on a 486- 
DX2-66 MHz PC equipped with 32 MB of RAM and a 250 MB hard 
drive. TOUG)IZ/PC was compiled and linked using Version 5.0 of the 
Lahey Fortran Compiler for 32-bit machines (Anthez, et al. 1994). 
The study was limited to grids with a maximum of 1O.OOO elements; 
however, the previous configuration should be able to handle models 
with larger number of elements. htunez, et al (1994) concluded that 
the Lanczos-type Bi-Conjugate Gradient Squared [Sonneveld, 19891 
was the fastest of the solvers and that it is the best choice on the basis 
of its performanoe efficiency. and its slightly faster than linear growth 
of computation time and memory requirements with problem size. For 
these reasons it was selected as the solver to use for the 
TOUGWmachine's performance testing. 

~ p ~ y  with the FORT RAN^ msr x-3.9-IWB also all 

grids of approximately 1,ooO elements and 3.000 cormectl 'm when 

* Extcndcd memory (XMS) is Sddicid memory beyond the fust MBytc (MB) 
of d o m  occcs~ memory (RAM). The f- MB of RAM is urually occupied by 
the Disk Operating System O S ) ,  thc 640 KB of DOS conventional memory and 
che Terminate and Stay Resident applications (TSR). ' 3-D rimulalions arc the most memory demanding. I-D and 2-D problem result 
in m y s  of d e r  S L e .  
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Andmes et PI. 

A twephase, single pmxity m o i r  model for the Cmo R i a  
geothermal field with irregular gridding. and Considcring produdion 
and injection was used as the test model. 
The testing was W o n  the average time it took each algorithm to 
complete a Newtonian iteration, whicb consists of: 

(a) Recalculating the terms ofthe Jacobian matrix t h a t d t s  from 
applying the mass and energy umscrvation equations at each 
grid element 

@) pkconditioning and solving the matrix using the Bi-conjUgate 
Gradient Squared solver. 'Ihe matrix solution provides the 
changes of all primary variables. is.. prrssure. temperabe for 
single-phase elements. and prrsure, vapor Saturation for 
elements presenting twephascs, and 

(c) recalculating al l  the secondary variables (density. intemal energy, 
viscosity, relative penmabilities, capiuary prrssure. phase 
saturation, maa fractions of each compomnt) for all the 
elements of the grid 

Each of the CG solvers perfoms 'Fnremal" iterations of the algorithm4 
(CG iterations) to a maximum specifed by the user (usually 1096 of 
the number of elements times the number of equations pa element). A 
dosm criterion of 10s is gamaUy used for the solvas. 

-\ 0' 

\4' 

. .  of the irregnlar Fig. 1: Ccrro Prieto model. chnrpetvrdrs 
computational grid. 

THE CERRO PRIETO MODEL 

The Cmo Rieto geothamal field developed by the C ~ m i s i h  Federal 

Mexicali. Baja California, hMxico. Si= the beginning of the 
exploitation of Cem, Prieto in 1973. one of the mast impOrraat 

waste brine mart and G u t i h z  Puente, 19921. Up to date most of 

18.6 km2 (Figure 1). An infiltration area west of the ponds is used 
during the winter, whm the evaporarion rate is significantly lower. 
During 1992 and 1993. CFE started a series of cold (approXimately at 
2oOC) brine injection tests. using brine from the evaporation pods 
The objective of these testswas to monitor the rrsavoi~'~ rrspanse to 
the injection and to e s t  the injcctivity of different a m s  ofCP1 in the 

brine back into the system, to eliminate its surf- disposal and, at the 
same time, provide pressure maintenance to the m o b .  
Under the DOWCFE coopcracive apement on geobmd energy. a 
numerical model for Cpl was developed. using data providd by CFE 
The computational grid repreSarting an area of 89 km2, was defined 
based on the geological model of the field and the location and 
completion of the production and injection wells (Fig. 1). 

In tfie v d c a l  direction the model extads from the surface to 5.OOO m 
depth, and is divided into six lap. AU the l a p  have the same 
discretization and have 235 grid elements fig. 1). except for layer 5 
that has 47 additional blocks in the NE Sirnularing the volume of tk 
CP2, cp3 andCP4areas. Anadditional block was usedat tk  top of 
the model to simulate the atmospheric amditim. The model used for 
this paper does not include the 47 elements in layer 5. Thereforr, it has 
a total of 141 1 elements and was developed as a single porosity model 
[Anahcz and Lippmann, 19921. 'Ihe model was calibrated against 
production and pietometic data. and was used to mt several injection 

The timing of the Newtonian itnations was amduued using the 
following scenario: Inject 3.500 tlh of 2oOC water evenly distributed 
between injection wells M-48. 101, 104, M, 0473 and M-6. 
Production wells wae  assumed to produce at a rate equal to that 
measured at the end of 1991 (for that yesr, the average field 
production was 5.459 tlh of steam and 6,394 tlh of separated brine). 

Not to be confused withtbe NcwtoniaaitaPtioas which M cxtempl to cbc CG 

de Electricidad (a%). is located approximately 35 Lm south of 

operational problems thatcFEhashadtofacewas the handling of me 
the brine is smt to evaporation pods that plesently cover an ana of 

westem part ofthe field CFFS final goal is to in* all the separated 

Strategies. 

algorithm 

Inwon well locations B T ~  shown in Figw 1. 'he nsrvoir 
parameten used on the Cmo Rieto model arr given in Table 1. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

All machins were allowed to run the Cem, Rieto model for25 time 
stcps. An average of3 to 4 Newtonian iterations WCR to 
reach convagcnoz in each time step (see Fig. 2). Each Newtonian 
iteration for a given rime step is identified m Fig. 2 with a number on 
the upper left quadrant ofthe symbol. 'Ihe straight line ccnesponds to 
the arithmetic average of all itaations. To compare the pfmmanca? of 
TOUGH2 on different machines, the a- timing of all Newtonian 
iterations p a  run was plotted against the machine type; results are 
prrsented in Figure 3. Using the 48633 timing as the basis for 
comparison. Figure 4 shows the relative performance for each 
machine. 
Table 2 prrsents a summary of the test results using the diffaent 
machines. The reposed total number of iterations B T ~  the sum of: a) 
the Newtonian iterations (extemal iterations); b) the repeated extemal 
iterations in cases with convergence failure (after nine Newtonian 
iterations without reaching c o n v w c e ,  the incremental time used in 
the c m n t  time step is divided by five and the iteration procedurr for 
that time step is repeated); and c) one "convergence" iteration per time 
step (iteration that does not need to call the solver since convergen~ 
has been aaained). The average timing per Newtonian iteration only 
includes the completed Newtonian iterations; cunvcrgence iterations 
avs not considered in this column 'Ihe CPU time cormponds to 
execution time for all iterations Newtonian and na-Newtonian, plus 
the time to write the output fils. 

l ime comparisons for the different machines presented in Figures 3 
and 4 and Table 2 indicates that the dulee Pcs showed performances 
vay  similar to the highcnd workstation IBM RISC 6OOO and one of 
them, the F C  Pentium 90. gave 50% faster pnfonnance than the 
workstation. At the current prices a well quipped Pentium 90 cats 
LWO to three times less than a comparably equipped RISC 6OOO. The 
MacIntcsh developed some roundup emks that did not allow the 
simulation to advance in time. 'he problem was solved b tightening 
the dosure criteria for the conjugate gd ien t  ( h m  1x10 to ~ x ~ o l ) .  2 
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Table 1: R e s e ~ o i r  pprpmetcrs for the Cerro Rieto model 

I Single-Porosity I Double-Porosity 
Matrix I 
proIXliiCS 

2000-2800 kglm3 2000-2800 kglm3 
ty 5-20 % 15 % 

darsily 

saturated 

proIXliiCS 
2000-2800 kglm3 2000-2800 kglm3 

ty 5-20 % 15 % 
darsily 

saturated 
t h d  
conductivity 0.5-1.3 WImOC 0.5-1.3 WImOC 
spe&cheat 600-2200 J k g W  600-2200 J k g W  

0.1-100 md 0.001-1 md 
initialsteam 

rock grain 
density 2000-2800 kdm3 

ty 1 %  

I rock 
*c 

* @ P zc 

~~ 

0 5 10 15 20 25 
Time step 

Fig. 2 Timing of Newtonian iteratiom for a 1411 element 
inqplar grid for Cerro Prieto using the Lanczos-type Bi- 
Conjugate Gradient Squared solver on a PC with Penthm 
9oMHz CPU. 

This way the roundup eriors did not continue incrraSing and the Mac 
was able to attain the same total simulation time as the other machines. 

my AND coNcLusIoNs 

The overall simulation took a higher number of Newtonian itemtiom 
to amverge.. The results for the Macintosh presented in figures 3 ,4  
and Table 1 cOmSpOnd to the run d u c t e d  with the same closm 
aiteria for the CG solver (1x104) as for the other machines to keep a 
comparative basis. 

ItisworthnoticingthattheresultsprrsentedinRgures3.4andTable 
2 refled not only the @formace of the macbinc but also the 
efficiency of the executable code produad by their respedve Fortran 
annder. Each of the ~ ~ m p i l m  listed in Table 2 were used on their 

~ V E I I ~ ~  M e l e Y  Laboratory's general PurposC simulator 
TOUGH2 m&tid conhe 
Merit solvers was ported to three PCs, a Macintosh, and their 
performance were compared to a high end IBM workstation. 
The testing of the different machines was conducted Using 
TOUGH2 and a Lanc~os-type Bi-Conjugate Gradient Squared 
dVer that was chosen based on its Ff- efficiency, and 
because of its slightly faster than linear growth of computation time 

with a set Of 

Fig. 3: Timing of Newtonian iterations for different mpchines 
using the Cerro Prieto model, the simulation code 
TOUGH2 and a Lanaos type bmwgate Gradient 
Squared solver 

Fig. 4: CompPrPtive performance ratio, taking the timing of 
Newtonian iterations of a PC 46-33 machme PP the 
basis for the comparison. 
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and memory rrqrdremcnts with problem site. 

A cwo-phasc. single paFosity Fcsrwirmodel for tbecen0 R i a  
gcothgmal field with imgular gridding. andconsidaiag 
produuion and injection into amodel was usd as the tst model. 
?his study dunonseata that the Qtnrnt Pcs (386 and higha)w 
an cumomid andeffcient platform toamductlarge-scae tfnce 
dimensional gtothamal rrsQvoir simulations, and that they 
compare or~ thepufonnanaof somof thc~os tpopu la r  
highcnd worlrsratiolrr I 
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